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Magnetic Sweepers
standard forktruck magnetic sweeper
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Our Standard Forklift Magnetic Sweeper is simple in 
design, easy to operate, robust and extremely effective 
at sweeping large areas.

Designed to be easily mounted onto universal forklift 
trucks, the forklift sweeper is fitted directly onto the 
forks using two 180mm wide pockets.

The magnet is constructed using a heavy duty mild steel 
back bar enclosed in a stainless steel case giving excel-
lent durability. The fork mounted sweepers are available 
in a range of widths starting from 600mm wide, up to 
2100mm wide however our most popular size is the 
1200mm wide sweeper.

Part number

MMSW-60

Dimensions

600 x 125 x 65mm

Mounting

Forklift Mounting Only

Sweeping height

75mm

MMSW-90 900 x 125 x 65mm Forklift Mounting Only 75mm

MMSW-120 1200 x 125 x 65mm Forklift Mounting Only 75mm

MMSW-150 1500 x 125 x 65mm Forklift Mounting Only 75mm

MMSW-180 1800 x 125 x 65mm Forklift Mounting Only 75mm

MMSW-210 2100 x 125 x 65mm Forklift Mounting Only 75mm

These magnets consist of a steel disc with a ring milled 
out for a ring magnet to be inserted plus a tapped 
through hole to allow the fixing to be threaded through 
the magnet.  The through hole allows the the fixing to 
be turned past the magnet face to prise the magnet 
away from the structure to which it is magnetically held 
against.

Material Types: 
Ferrite - Corrosion Free - Long Lifecycle - Operate up to 
250 Deg C - Low Cost.

Coating Types:
Zinc - Offers protection against corrosion, increased 
abrasion resistance and a low surface reflective finish.
Stainless Steel - Highest level of corrosion resistance - 
perfect for marine applications.

POT MAGNETS WITH  
THREADED THROUGH HOLE

Pot Magnets

Image Part # Diameter Depth Hole  
Diameter Hole Type Pull (Kgs) Coating Material

E1031 25 mm 7 mm M4 Threaded 
Through 3.6 Kgs Zinc Ferrite

E1043 32 mm 7 mm M4 Threaded 
Through 7.5 Kgs Zinc Ferrite

E1032 50 mm 10 mm M6 Threaded 
Through 17 Kgs Zinc Ferrite

E1033 63 mm 14 mm M8 Threaded 
Through 35 Kgs Zinc Ferrite

E1034 80 mm 20 mm M8 Threaded 
Through 55 Kgs Zinc Ferrite

E1040 90 mm 18 mm M10 Threaded 
Through 35 Kgs 304 Stainless 

Steel Ferrite

The range of machines are designed 
to meet the ever-increasing demand 
for high powered self-cleaning electro 
magnets, that are both lightweight and 
compact, a requirement which has been 
predominantly driven by the mobile 
crusher market.

The Electro-max is based on a similar 
frame design as the permanent magnet 
range, utilising only two pulleys, instead 
of 4. The new units are also air cooled, 
eliminating the need for any oil or 
conservator tanks.

from the Electromagnet enables the 
recovery of smaller iron contaminants, 
which may have otherwise been missed 
by a permanent magnet. The additional 
strength also improves the magnets 
capability of lifting heavier tramp metals

   Electro Magnet can be 

    Higher magnetic gradient 
than permanent.

   Air cooled coil rather than oil 
cooled  
so no issue with oil.

   
more space than equivalent 
permanent magnet and 
eliminating the need to have 
four pulleys.

   Lightweight so can be 
used for mobile machinery 
installations

   Range of models covering 
four conveyor belt widths. 

Electro-Max

 
 
We are proud to announce their latest innovation in separation technology with the launch of the ‘Electro-max’  
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